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a b s t r a c t
We update our previous search for trapped magnetic monopoles in LHC Run 2 using nearly six times
more integrated luminosity and including additional models for the interpretation of the data. The
MoEDAL forward trapping detector, comprising 222 kg of aluminium samples, was exposed to 2.11 fb−1
of 13 TeV proton–proton collisions near the LHCb interaction point and analysed by searching for
induced persistent currents after passage through a superconducting magnetometer. Magnetic charges
equal to the Dirac charge or above are excluded in all samples. The results are interpreted in Drell–
Yan production models for monopoles with spins 0, 1/2 and 1: in addition to standard point-like
couplings, we also consider couplings with momentum-dependent form factors. The search provides the
best current laboratory constraints for monopoles with magnetic charges ranging from two to ﬁve times
the Dirac charge.
© 2018 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3 .

1. Introduction
The magnetic monopole is motivated by the symmetry between
electricity and magnetism, by grand-uniﬁcation theories [1–4], and
by the fundamental argument advanced by Dirac that its existence
would explain why electric charge is quantised [5]. Dirac’s argument also predicts the minimum magnetic charge that a monopole
should carry, the Dirac charge g D , which is equivalent to 68.5
times the elementary electric charge. It follows that a relativistic
(β = vc > 0.5) monopole would ionise matter at least a thousand
times more than a relativistic proton or electron. The Dirac charge
g D is obtained considering the electron charge e as the fundamental unit of free electric charge; it is worth noting though that
using the down-quark charge 13 e instead of e results in a minimum magnetic charge of 3g D , although in this case one cannot
apply the Dirac argument in its original form because quarks are
conﬁned [4].
The monopole hypothesised by Dirac was assumed to be pointlike and structureless, and as such its underlying microscopic theory is completely unknown. Monopoles with masses that could
be in a range accessible to colliders have been predicted to exist within extensions of the standard model [6–10]. Other potentially low-mass monopoles within grand-uniﬁcation theories
or string-inspired models have also been predicted recently [11,
12]. However, these exhibit detailed structure and as a consequence their production by particle collisions is expected to be
suppressed [13], although enhanced production might be expected
in environments with strong magnetic ﬁelds and high tempera-

tures, such as those characterising heavy-ion collisions [14,15]. Our
search for monopole production in high-energy proton–proton (pp)
collisions directly probes for free stable massive objects carrying a
single or multiple Dirac charges, without assumptions about the
monopole’s structure. Monopole pair-production cross-sections are
constrained with some model dependence because the detector
acceptance depends on the monopole energy and angular distributions. To extract mass limits and compare results from different
experiments, in absence of a better approach, the custom is to use
cross sections computed from speciﬁc pair-production models such
as Drell–Yan (DY) at leading order, with the caveat that the coupling of the monopole to the photon is so large that perturbative
calculations are not expected to be reliable. For this reason it is
preferable to interpret the search using as many different but theoretically well predicated models as possible.
Direct searches for monopoles were performed each time a new
energy regime was made available in a laboratory, including the
CERN Large Electron–Positron (LEP) collider, the HERA electron–
proton collider at DESY, and the Tevatron proton–antiproton collider at Fermilab, where direct pair production of monopoles was
excluded up to masses of the order of 400 GeV (assuming DY cross
sections) for monopole charges in the range 1g D –6g D [16–19].
To cover the broadest possible ranges of masses, charges and
cross sections, LHC-based direct searches for monopoles ought to
use several complementary techniques, including general-purpose
detectors, dedicated detectors, and trapping [20]. Searches were
made in data samples of 7 and 8 TeV pp collisions at the LHC with
the ATLAS and MoEDAL experiments, probing the TeV scale for the
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Fig. 1. Top: persistent current (in units of g D after application of a calibration constant) after ﬁrst passage through the magnetometer for all samples. The red curve shows a
ﬁt of the measured distribution using a sum of four Gaussian functions. Bottom: results of repeated measurements of candidate samples with absolute measured values in
excess of 0.4g D . (For interpretation of the colours in the ﬁgure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

ﬁrst time [21–23]. As of 2015, multi-TeV masses can be probed
in 13 TeV pp collisions. The ﬁrst direct constraints in this energy
regime were set by an analysis of the MoEDAL forward trapping
detector exposed to 0.371 fb−1 of pp collisions in 2015 [24], providing the best sensitivity to date in the range 2g D –5g D .
This paper presents a new search with the MoEDAL forward
monopole trapping detector [24], using the same trapping array
with both 2015 and 2016 exposures at LHC point-8. The integrated
luminosity for 13 TeV pp collisions, as measured by the LHCb
collaboration [25], corresponds to 2.11 ± 0.02 fb−1 . The trapping
volume consists of 672 square aluminium rods with dimension
19 × 2.5 × 2.5 cm3 for a total mass of 222 kg in 14 stacked boxes
which were placed 1.62 m from the IP8 LHC interaction point under the beam pipe on the side opposite to the LHCb detector. The
setup and conditions of exposure are identical to those used in the
previous search [24].
2. Magnetometer measurements
The 672 exposed aluminium samples of the MoEDAL forward
trapping detector array were scanned in Spring 2017 during a
two-week campaign with a DC SQUID long-core magnetometer
(2G Enterprises Model 755) located at the laboratory for natural
magnetism at ETH Zurich. Each sample was passed through the
sensing coils at least once, with recordings of the magnetometer
response in all three coordinates before, during, and after passage.
The coil measuring the z coordinate (along the shaft) is used for
the monopole search because it circles the shaft in such a way
that samples traverse it during transport; the x and y coordinates
are used only to provide information about the strength and direction of magnetic dipole impurities contained in the samples. The
persistent current is deﬁned as the difference between the mea-

sured responses in the z coordinate after and before passage of the
sample, from which the contribution of the conveyor tray is subtracted. A calibration factor obtained from special calibration runs
using two independent methods [23,24,26] is used to translate this
value into the measured magnetic charge in the samples in units
of Dirac charge.
Persistent currents measured for all 672 samples for the ﬁrst
passage are shown in the top panel of Fig. 1. Samples for which
the absolute value of the measured magnetic charge exceeds a
threshold of 0.4g D are set aside as candidates for further study.
Measurements can then be repeated as many times as needed
to minimise systematic errors and increase the sensitivity to the
desired level. The 0.4g D threshold is chosen as a compromise between allowing sensitivity to magnetic charges down to 1g D and
the time and effort required to scan a large number of samples
multiple times. This gives 43 candidates, which were remeasured
at least two more times each, as shown in the bottom panel of
Fig. 1. A sample for which a majority of measurements yields values below our threshold is considered to be a false positive, since
a genuine monopole would consistently yield the same non-zero
persistent current value.
During this measurement campaign, the identiﬁcation of false
positives was dominated by two effects. The ﬁrst effect is a slight
deterioration of the z measurements due to random ﬂux jumps
occurring in the x and y measurements. Nearly all measurements
in z which result in a magnetic charge in the range 0.2g D <
| g | < 0.4g D are found to be correlated with a sudden jump in x
or y (or both). The only effect of jumps in x and y was to add
a new component to the resolution of the measurement in z, and
recorded ﬂux changes in the z direction due to magnetic dipoles
contained in the samples were observed to remain unaffected. The
instabilities in the x and y sensors were found to be related to
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Fig. 3. Feynman diagram for monopole pair production at leading order via the
Drell–Yan process at the LHC. The non-perturbative nature of the process is ignored
in the interpretation of the search.

Fig. 2. Absolute value of the average persistent-current offset measured with magnetised calibration samples as a function of speed of transport through the magnetometer sensing region.

two phenomena: the build up of static charge on the sample tray
while it moved along the track; and the capture of stray ﬁelds
in the magnetometer. In Summer 2017, to mitigate these effects,
an upgrade was performed which included the installation of an
anti-static brush along the sample holder track, shielding of all cables between the SQUIDs and electronics, and grounding of the
metallic magnetic shields. This was indeed observed to result in
improved instrument performance and will be beneﬁcial for future measurements. It also changed some of the conditions for test
measurements performed after the upgrade to understand the second effect described below.
The second effect, which was already present in the previous
runs [24], is an offset (generally taking a value around ±1.8g D )
occasionally happening with samples containing magnetic dipole
impurities. The mechanism causing the offset can be described
as follows: whenever the sample magnetisation results in a ﬂux
inside the SQUID loop which temporarily exceeds the fundamenh 1
within a given margin, the response
tal ﬂux quantum 0 = 2e
may not return to the same level during the ﬂux change in the
other direction. This happens with magnetised samples regardless of exposure to LHC collisions, although the conditions for the
offset to occur are not easy to control and reproduce. Valuable
insights were provided by tests performed with calibration samples with magnetisation corresponding to the range 103 g D –104 g D
when the sample is inside the sensing coils, for which frequent
offsets were observed, conﬁrming that the offset probability depends on the sample magnetisation. Moreover, an increased speed
of transport through the sensing coils was observed to increase the
offset value. Fig. 2 shows the average of the absolute value of the
offset as a function of speed for magnetised calibration samples,
conﬁrming this trend and supporting the hypothesis that the offset is related to trapped ﬂuxes inside the SQUID that occur when
the slew rate (or rate of ﬂux change) is increased [27]. The offset
value in the monopole search measurements was around ±1.8g D
for a transport speed of 5.08 cm/s. The same offset was observed
for measurements performed with the calibration samples (Fig. 2),
although at higher speed, indicating that the offsets are mitigated
by the magnetometer upgrade. In the present search, as can be
seen in Fig. 1 (bottom), some candidates produced offsets more
than once when remeasured. These particular candidates possess
a higher magnetisation than average, corresponding to the range

1
This corresponds to 66g D for the z direction taking into account the transfer
from the pick-up coil and the speciﬁcations of the magnetometer.

102 g D –103 g D when the sample is inside the sensing coils. In each
case, at least two measurements are consistent with zero magnetic
charge. Moreover, the sign of the offset value in such candidates
is reversed when turning the sample around such as to reverse its
magnetisation in the z direction. These features are consistent with
the effect induced by the sample magnetisation described above
and inconsistent with the presence of a monopole, conﬁrming that
all 43 candidates are false positives.
Special care is given to the assessment of the probability for
false negatives, i.e., the possibility that a monopole in a sample
would remain unseen in the ﬁrst pass due to a spurious ﬂuctuation cancelling its response and resulting in a persistent current
below the 0.4g D threshold used to identify candidates. This is
studied using the distribution of persistent currents obtained in
samples without monopoles, assuming that the magnetic ﬁeld of
the monopole itself (small compared to those of magnetic dipoles
contained in the sample and tray) does not affect the mismeasurement probability. A template for this distribution is obtained
from the search data themselves (top panel of Fig. 1) since we
established from the multiple measurements that none of the candidates are genuine. A ﬁt of this distribution (χ 2 /ndof = 0.74) is
obtained using a sum of four Gaussians: two Gaussians centred
around zero to describe the shape of the main peak and the broadening of the resolution due to random ﬂux jumps, respectively;
and two Gaussians centred around ±1.8g D to describe the occasional offsets. The probability to miss a monopole of charge g
is then estimated by integrating the ﬁtted function in the interval [− g − 0.4g D ; − g + 0.4g D ] and dividing by the total number
of samples (672). It is found to be less than 0.02% for a magnetic charge ±1g D , less than 1.5% for a magnetic charge ±2g D ,
and negligible for higher magnetic charges. These numbers could
in principle be made even smaller by performing multiple measurements on all 629 non-candidate samples. However the level
of detector eﬃciency obtained with the approach used is conservatively estimated to be 98%. This is considered adequate for the
search being performed and this eﬃciency is assumed for the ﬁnal
interpretation.
3. Interpretation in pair-production models
The trapping detector acceptance, deﬁned as the probability
that a monopole of given mass, charge, energy and direction would
end its trajectory inside the trapping volume, is determined from
the knowledge of the material traversed by the monopole [23,
28] and the ionisation energy loss of monopoles when they go
through matter [29–32] implemented in a simulation based on
Geant4 [33]. For a given mass and charge, the pair-production
model determines the kinematics and the overall trapping acceptance can be obtained. The uncertainty in the acceptance is dominated by uncertainties in the material description [23,24]. This
contribution is estimated by performing simulations with material
conservatively added and removed from the geometry model.
A Drell–Yan (DY) mechanism (Fig. 3) is traditionally employed
in searches to provide a simple model of monopole pair production [21–24]. In the interpretation of the present search, spin-1
monopoles are considered in addition to the spins 0 and 1/2 considered previously. The monopole magnetic moment is assumed
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Fig. 4. Distributions of kinetic energy (left) and pseudorapidity (right) for monopoles with mass 1500 GeV in models of Drell–Yan pair production generated by MadGraph.
The top plots show the standard β -independent coupling with different spin values (0, 1/2, 1) superimposed; and the bottom plots show spin-1/2 with two types of couplings
(β -independent and β -dependent) superimposed.

to be zero and the coupling to the Z boson is neglected. Models
were generated in MadGraph5 [34] using only tree-level diagrams
and the parton distribution function NNPDF2.3 [35]. To extend the
interpretation to a wider range of models, in addition to a pointlike QED coupling, we also consider a modiﬁed photon-monopole

coupling in which g is substituted by β g with β =

√

v
c

=

1−

4M 2
s

(where M is the mass of the monopole and s is the invariant
mass of the monopole–antimonopole pair), as was done at the
Tevatron [17,19,36] and in the ﬁrst ATLAS search [21]. Such a modiﬁcation, hereafter referred to as “β -dependent coupling”, has been
advocated in some studies [37–41], and illustrates the range of
theoretical uncertainties in monopole dynamics. Using six different models for the interpretation of this search (three spin values
and two kinds of coupling), with different angular and energy distributions as shown in Fig. 4, provides some measure of how the
choice of model affects the search acceptance. The reliability of all
these models is limited no matter how, as current theories cannot
handle the non-perturbative regime of strong magnetic couplings.
A comparison between the DY kinematic distributions when
using different spin assumptions is shown in the top panels of
Fig. 4. The observed differences are due to kinematic constraints
imposed by angular momentum conservation. A comparison of
β -independent and β -dependent photon-monopole coupling models is shown in the bottom panels. In the β -dependent case, a
higher monopole energy is observed on average because the prob-

ability of generating a low-velocity monopole is suppressed by a
factor β < 1.
The behaviour of the acceptance as a function of mass has
two contributions: the mass dependence of the kinematic distributions, and the velocity dependence of the energy loss (lower at
lower velocity for monopoles). For monopoles with | g | = g D , losses
predominantly come from punching through the trapping volume,
resulting in the acceptance being enhanced for a maximum of 3%
at low mass (high energy loss) and at high mass (low initial energy), with a minimum around 3000 GeV. The reverse is true for
monopoles with | g | > g D that predominantly stop in the upstream
material and for which the acceptance is highest (up to 4% for
| g | = 2g D , 2% for | g | = 3g D , and 1% for | g | = 4g D ) for intermediate masses (around 1000 GeV). The acceptance remains below 0.1%
over the whole mass range for monopoles carrying a charge of 6g D
or higher because they cannot be produced with suﬃcient energy
to traverse the material upstream of the trapping volume. In this
case the systematic uncertainties become too large and the interpretation ceases to be meaningful. The spin dependence is solely
due to the different event kinematics.
Simulations with uniform monopole energy distributions allow
to identify, for various charge and mass combinations, ranges of
kinetic energy and polar angle for which the acceptance is relatively uniform, called ﬁducial regions. The geometry of the setup
used for this search is very similar to that of Ref. [23] although
with a slightly thicker trapping detector array. The ﬁducial regions
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Fig. 5. Cross-section upper limits at 95% conﬁdence level for the DY monopole pair production model with β -independent (left) and β -dependent (right) couplings in 13 TeV
pp collisions as a function of mass for spin-0 (top), spin-1/2 (middle) and spin-1 (bottom) monopoles. The colours correspond to different monopole charges. Acceptance loss
is dominated by monopoles punching through the trapping volume for | g | = g D while it is dominated by stopping in upstream material for higher charges, explaining the
shape difference. The solid lines are cross-section calculations at leading order (LO).

given in this reference are expected to be identical except for the
upper bounds in energy, which are generally not relevant because
most monopoles in the collisions are produced at lower energies.
They can thus conservatively be used to provide an interpretation
which does not depend on the monopole production model. From
the present search, a 95% conﬁdence level cross-section upper limit
of 3.6 fb is set for monopoles produced in 13 TeV pp collisions in
the kinematic ranges of the ﬁducial regions which correspond to
its mass and charge.
Cross-section upper limits for DY monopole production with
the two coupling hypotheses (β -independent, β -dependent) and
three spin hypotheses (0, 1/2, 1) are shown in Fig. 5. They are
extracted from the knowledge of the acceptance estimates and
their uncertainties; the integrated luminosity 2.11 ± 0.02 fb−1 corresponding to 2015 and 2016 exposure to 13 TeV pp collisions;
the expectation of strong binding to aluminium nuclei [39] of
monopoles with velocity β ≤ 10−3 ; and the non-observation of
magnetic charge inside the trapping detector samples, with a 98%
eﬃciency (see Section 2).

Cross sections computed at leading order are shown as solid
lines in Fig. 5. Using these cross sections and the limits set by
the search, indicative mass limits are extracted and reported in
Table 1 for magnetic charges up to 5g D . No mass limit is given
for the spin-1/2 5g D monopole with standard point-like coupling,
because in this case the low acceptance at small mass does not
allow MoEDAL to exclude the full range down to the mass limit
set at the Tevatron of around 400 GeV for DY models [17].
4. Conclusions
In summary, the aluminium elements of the MoEDAL trapping detector exposed to 13 TeV LHC collisions in 2015 and 2016
were scanned using a SQUID-based magnetometer to search for
the presence of trapped magnetic charge. No genuine candidates
were found. Consequently, monopole-pair direct production crosssection upper limits in the range 40–105 fb were set for magnetic
charges up to 5g D and masses up to 6 TeV. The possibility of spin-1
monopoles was considered for the ﬁrst time in addition to spin-0
and spin-1/2, using a Drell–Yan pair-production model. Monopole
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Table 1
95% conﬁdence level mass limits in models of spin-0, spin-1/2 and spin-1 monopole
pair production in LHC pp collisions. The present results (after 2016 exposure) are
interpreted for Drell–Yan production with both β -independent and β -dependent
couplings. These limits are based upon cross sections computed at leading order
and are only indicative since the monopole coupling to the photon is too large to
allow for perturbative calculations. Previous results obtained at the LHC are from
Refs. [23,24] (MoEDAL in previous exposures) and Ref. [22] (ATLAS).
Mass limits [GeV]

1g D

2g D

3g D

4g D

5g D

MoEDAL 13 TeV
(2016 exposure)
DY spin-0
DY spin-½
DY spin-1
DY spin-0 β -dep.
DY spin-½ β -dep.
DY spin-1 β -dep.

600
1110
1110
490
850
930

1000
1540
1640
880
1300
1450

1080
1600
1790
960
1380
1620

950
1400
1710
890
1250
1600

690
–
1570
690
1070
1460
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